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Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1a) has conserved roles in gene silencing and heterochromatin and is also
implicated in transcription, DNA replication, and repair. Here we identify chromatin-associated protein and RNA
interactions of HP1a by BioTAP-XL mass spectrometry and sequencing from Drosophila S2 cells, embryos, larvae,
and adults. Our results reveal an extensive list of known and novel HP1a-interacting proteins, of which we
selected three for validation. A strong novel interactor, dADD1 (Drosophila ADD1) (CG8290), is highly enriched
in heterochromatin, harbors an ADD domain similar to human ATRX, displays selective binding to H3K9me2 and
H3K9me3, and is a classic genetic suppressor of position-effect variegation. Unexpectedly, a second hit, HIPP1
(HP1 and insulator partner protein-1) (CG3680), is strongly connected to CP190-related complexes localized at
putative insulator sequences throughout the genome in addition to its colocalization with HP1a in heterochro-
matin. A third interactor, the histone methyltransferase MES-4, is also enriched in heterochromatin. In addition to
these protein–protein interactions, we found that HP1a selectively associated with a broad set of RNAs transcribed
from repetitive regions. We propose that this rich network of previously undiscovered interactions will define how
HP1a complexes perform their diverse functions in cells and developing organisms.
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HP1a (heterochromatin protein 1) protein was first de-
scribed by James and Elgin (1986) as a prominent compo-
nent of heterochromatin in Drosophila. HP1a is now
known to play conserved roles in gene silencing from
fission yeast to humans through heterochromatin forma-
tion and maintenance (for review, see Eissenberg and Elgin
2000; Eissenberg and Elgin 2014). HP1a has also been linked
to processes such as gene transcription, DNA replication,
and repair (for review, see Fanti and Pimpinelli 2008; Soria
et al. 2012; Elgin and Reuter 2013). HP1a may play these
diverse roles in the context of distinct multicomponent
complexes within varied chromatin environments. Thus,
how HP1a and other epigenetic factors interact with
appropriate partners within their chromatin context re-
mains an important question.

ChIP–chip (chromatin immunoprecipitation [ChIP]
coupled with microarray analysis) and ChIP-seq (ChIP
combined with deep sequencing) experiments demonstrate
that HP1a is indeed highly enriched over pericentric het-
erochromatin but in addition binds active genes in the
euchromatin and heterochromatin (Piacentini et al.
2003; de Wit et al. 2007). HP1a has two conserved do-
mains, an N-terminal chromodomain and a C-terminal
chromoshadow domain, separated by a hinge region.
The HP1a chromodomain binds specifically to dimeth-
ylated and trimethylated H3K9 (H3K9me2 and H3K9me3)
(Jacobs and Khorasanizadeh 2002; Nielsen et al. 2002).
Structural studies suggest that the chromoshadow do-
main is required for HP1a dimerization and interaction
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with proteins that possess a conserved motif, PXVXL
(Thiru et al. 2004).

HP1a interactors have been identified previously using
yeast two-hybrid screens (Shaffer et al. 2002; Giot et al.
2003), and HP1a has been recovered from pull-downs of
several chromatin-associated protein complexes (Badugu
et al. 2003; Lin et al. 2008; Emelyanov et al. 2010; Nozawa
et al. 2010). HP1a also has been analyzed by inducible
expression, affinity purification, and mass spectrometry
(Lin et al. 2008; Ryu et al. 2014). However, a comprehen-
sive picture based on HP1a expressed at endogenous
levels within the organism has been lacking. In addition
to protein–protein interactions, HP1a complexes may
also interact with RNAs associated with silencing, based
on the roles for dsRNA in gene silencing in Schizo-
saccharomyces pombe and plants (for review, see Grewal
and Moazed 2003) and the association of HP1 with
pericentric heterochromatic transcripts in mouse cells
(Maison et al. 2011). To begin to address the many out-
standing questions regarding HP1a targeting and func-
tion, we took a cross-linking approach termed BioTAP-XL
that preserves protein:protein and protein:RNA interac-
tions, which otherwise might be disrupted during typical
biochemical procedures (Alekseyenko et al. 2014). Using
BioTAP-XL affinity purification across multiple life stages
of Drosophila, including the biochemically challenging
larval and adult stages, we identified the majority of
previously described HP1a partners and discovered 13
novel candidates among the top interactions. Further-
more, we also identified repetitive RNAs associated with
HP1a. Our validation of several novel HP1a protein
interactors encompasses biochemical, genetic, and geno-
mic evidence for new HP1a links to chromatin organiza-
tion and function.

Results

HP1a-BioTAP displays heterochromatin targeting
and proper function in vivo

To investigate the composition of HP1a interactions
across the diverse life stages of Drosophila, we constructed
an HP1a-BioTAP transgene containing the HP1a promoter
and flanking regions to preserve its native expression
pattern. In parallel, we created an analogous construct of
MSL3-BioTAP, an X-chromosome-specific dosage compen-
sation regulator that provided important contrasting data
sets to assess the specificity of our HP1a results. While
a biotin tag-based, one-step affinity purification was pre-
viously sufficient to define MSL3 protein interactions in
S2 tissue culture cells (Wang et al. 2013), we found that
BioTAP two-step purification (Alekseyenko et al. 2014)
yielded superior quality and is essential for analysis of
more complex samples such as larvae and adult flies (Fig.
1A; see below). To test the BioTAP fusion proteins for
function, we created transgenic flies and stable transfected
cell lines. The HP1a-BioTAP transgene rescued the HP1a
lethal mutant phenotype (50%–70% rescue), and the
MSL3-BioTAP transgene rescued the msl3 male lethal
phenotype (80%) (see the Supplemental Material). Further-

more, both proteins displayed their correct size and sub-
nuclear localization in transfected S2 cells (Supplemental
Fig. S1) and, in larvae, displayed the expected genomic
localization on polytene chromosomes, with HP1a-BioTAP
in pericentric heterochromatin (Fig. 1B), and MSL3-
BioTAP on the male X chromosome (Fig. 1C). Correct
targeting of HP1a-BioTAP and MSL3-BioTAP was detected
in the presence of the endogenous, untagged versions
of each protein, demonstrating that the tagged versions
compete well with their respective native proteins.

The correct localization of HP1a-BioTAP and MSL3-
BioTAP was further confirmed by BioTAP-XL tandem
affinity purification (TAP) from the corresponding trans-
formed S2 cell lines (see the Materials and Methods)
followed by DNA sequencing. Our results demonstrate
the specific targeting of HP1a to the heterchromatic
regions and MSL3 to the X chromosome, respectively,
and fully recapitulate the detailed ChIP-seq enrichment
profiles previously published for these proteins (Fig. 1D,E).
Furthermore, the enrichment (immunoprecipitation/input
ratio) magnitudes achieved by the BioTAP-XL approach
were notably higher than those observed in previous TAP-
or antibody-based ChIP-seq experiments (e.g., ;6.5 times
higher than anti-HP1a immunoprecipitation and ;2.5
times higher than MSL3 TAP). While cross-linking might
be expected to result in high background interactions, the
stringent conditions used in the two-step BioTAP-XL
affinity purification actually result in virtually no back-
ground signal when pull-downs are compared with un-
tagged negative controls by gel electrophoresis and colloi-
dal blue staining (Supplemental Fig. S2).

Application of a statistical method, Bayesian analysis
of protein enrichment (Bamse), to analyze HP1a
interactions revealed by BioTAP-XL

To examine the protein composition of HP1a complexes,
we prepared cross-linked chromatin from HP1a-BioTAP
isolated from S2 tissue culture cells, embryos, larvae, and
adults (see the Materials and Methods). The analysis of
larvae and adults, two challenging life stages for typical
purification procedures, served as a new test for the
effectiveness of BioTAP-XL. For protein analysis after
affinity purification of HP1a-BioTAP complexes, we used
on-bead trypsin digestion and analyzed the recovered
peptides using liquid chromatography-tandem mass spec-
trometry (LC-MS/MS). In parallel with the HP1a experi-
ments, we characterized the protein composition of MSL3-
BioTAP and untagged mock pull-downs to control for
interactors that are isolated in a bait-independent manner.
Importantly, we also analyzed the input chromatin from
each stage to determine enrichment after pull-down, a
measurement we previously found to provide strong evi-
dence for specificity after affinity purification (Wang et al.
2013; Alekseyenko et al. 2014).

To evaluate enrichment of specific BioTAP-XL pull-
downs over the multiple types of controls, we developed
a statistical method (Bamse). The approach controls for
multiple sources of bias, including biological replicate
variability, differential base-level abundance of proteins
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in different cell types, variability in peptide ionization or
detection rates, and nonspecific effects of pull-down pro-
cedures (see the Materials and Methods). Briefly, in eval-
uating whether a given protein shows specific enrichment
(in log2 scale), the method examines the likelihood of
possible values for three key parameters (Fig. 2): base-level
abundance of that protein in each cell type (at), the extent
to which the protein is enriched due to mock or non-
specific pull-down (b), and the extent to which the protein
is enriched by the specific (i.e., HP1a) pull-down (g). The
probability that a given protein shows enrichment magni-
tude g in the HP1a-BioTAP pull-down given the observed
LC-MS/MS data is summarized by the posterior probabil-
ity distribution of g. Figure 2 provides contrasting exam-
ples of results for CG3680, a strongly enriched candidate
interactor (see below), and ISWI, an abundant chromatin
component showing significantly less enrichment.

Ranking HP1a-interacting proteins by their enrich-
ment magnitude using Bamse, we recovered candidates
known to function in heterochromatin, transcription,
replication, DNA repair, general chromatin organization,

and cell division with high reproducibility among different
samples. The top 32 interacting proteins are shown with
representative peptide counts in Table 1 (for full data set,
including peptide counts, see http://pklab.med.harvard.edu/
mass.spec/viewms.html). A more detailed view of the top
six interactors across the Drosophila life cycle is shown in
Table 2. The protein lists enriched in parallel by purification
of MSL3-BioTAP in the same Drosophila life stages (Sup-
plemental Table S1) provided negative control data sets for
the HP1 results and also strong validations for the proteins
discovered to interact with MSL3 in S2 cells (Wang et al.
2013).

The top HP1a-interacting proteins could be divided
into three categories. The first group comprises the pro-
teins for which association with Drosophila HP1a has
been previously identified through genetic studies of
position-effect variegation (PEV) {Suppressor of variega-
tion 3-9 [SU(VAR)3-9], SU(VAR)2-10, SU(VAR)3-3, XNP,
SLE, dSETDB1, E(VAR)3-9, and CAF1-180} and/or through
molecular analysis (yeast two-hybrid or protein pull-downs)
(HP2, HP3, HP5, CG3680, KDM4A, SUUR, HMR, CG7357,

Figure 1. Overview of the BioTAP-XL purification strategy and validation of MSL3-BioTAP- and HP1a-BioTAP-tagged proteins. (A)
The BioTAP tag includes two epitopes: protein A and Bio, a 75-amino-acid sequence that is biotinylated in vivo. To preserve
endogenous expression patterns, genomic BioTAP-tagged transgenes (generated by BAC recombineering) were introduced into flies or
S2 cells. Crude nuclear extracts from cells and from different life stages of flies were cross-linked using formaldehyde, sonicated, and
subjected to TAP, first with rabbit IgG agarose beads eluted under denaturing conditions and subsequently using streptavidin agarose
beads. The resulting DNA and RNA were analyzed by high-throughput sequencing. Peptides from the protein fraction were released by
direct on-bead trypsin digestion and then identified by LC-MS/MS. Immunostaining detected the specific signal on pericentric
heterochromatin for HP1a-BioTAP (B) and on the male X chromosome for MSL3-BioTAP with PAP antibody (red) (C). Hoechst staining
of DNA is shown in blue. Bars, 10 mm. (D) Representative ChIP-seq profiles of HP1a-BioTAP on the heterochromatin–euchromatin
border of chromosome 3L correspond well with ChIP-seq data (HP1a-ChIP) obtained from the modENCODE consortium (Kharchenko
et al. 2011). (E) Representative ChIP-seq profiles of MSL3-BioTAP in S2 cells on the X chromosome. The results correlated well with
previous MSL3-TAP ChIP-seq (Alekseyenko et al. 2008).
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and HP1b). The second group encompasses interactors
for which, to our knowledge, the connection to HP1a
has not been described in Drosophila but was reported
for the homologous proteins in different organisms
(CG4203, Nipped-B/hNIPBL, and INCENP/hINCENP).
The third category includes potential novel HP1a inter-
actors (CG8290, CG30403, CG14438, CG7692, CG30007,
CAP, CG1815, VTD, CG4203, l(3)j2D3, BORR, CG1737,
SMC1, and MES-4).

We had prior interest in MES-4 as a putative histone
H3K36 methyltransferase. To determine its chromosomal
localization, we produced anti-MES-4 antibodies through

the modEncode project (Kharchenko et al. 2011) and trans-
genic flies expressing MES-4 tagged at its N terminus
with protein A. We performed immunostaining of poly-
tene chromosomes in transgenic larvae and found that
both endogenous MES-4, detected by anti-MES-4 anti-
bodies, and tagged MES-4, detected by PAP antibodies,
were localized in the pericentric heterochromatin regions
and on the fourth chromosome, which are also the classical
targets for HP1a (Supplemental Fig. S3). We further con-
firmed and refined MES-4 localization to heterochromatin
at high resolution by ChIP–chip in S2 cells using anti-MES-4
antibodies. (Fig. 3D; Supplemental Fig. S4). While broadly

Figure 2. Bamse. (A) Our analysis method aims to identify proteins exhibiting statistically significant enrichment in target pull-downs
relative to controls based on an agglomeration of data from different cell types. The peptide counts observed for CG3680 in different
mass spectrometry samples (top table) are modeled as variables distributed according to a negative binomial distribution, with the
mean rate described by a log-linear model (middle formula). The log-linear model separates contributions of base-level protein
abundance in the cell (at), enrichment in pull-downs due to nonspecific effects (b), and enrichment due to specific association with the
target protein (g). (Bottom plots) A Bayesian approach was used to infer the distributions of likely values for these parameters (i.e.,
posterior distributions), and the range of statistically likely values of the target-specific fold enrichment magnitude g was used to
evaluate the significance of the association with the target. For CG3680, the 95% confidence interval of the target-specific enrichment
magnitude g lies within the range of 5.6–8.0 (log2 scale). (B) The posterior distributions are shown for the ISWI protein, which is
detected in the HP1a BioTAP pull-downs but shows only small enrichment magnitude (<1.7 on log2 scale), partly due to nonspecific
pull-down abundance b (with MSL3 control).
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enriched with HP1a across heterochromatin (Supplemental
Fig. S4), MES-4 shows higher average enrichment in tran-
scriptionally active compared with transcriptionally silent
heterochromatic genes (Fig. 3E; Supplemental Fig. S5).

We further selected two top-scoring, previously unchar-
acterized hits for validation: CG8290, enriched 239-fold in
our HP1a-BioTAP-XL pull-down, and CG3680, enriched
104-fold (Table 1). We created stable S2 cell lines expressing

genomic clones of CG8290 and CG3680 tagged with
BioTAP and performed affinity purification under strin-
gent, non-cross-linked conditions (500 mM salt). Western
blot analysis demonstrated that HP1a interacts with both
CG8290-BioTAP and CG3680-BioTAP but not with MSL3-
BioTAP or untagged extract, directly confirming the in-
teractions detected by mass spectrometry (Supplemental
Fig. S6).

Table 1. HP1a protein interactors ranked by confidence score

Protein Links to HP1 (references)

Peptide counts in S2 cells Enrichment

HP1 Mock Input MSL3 LB MLE P-value

CG8290 This study 109 (34) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 6.5 7.9 <10�4

CG3680 Giot et al. 2003; this study 116 (38) 0 (0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 5.6 6.7 <10�4

Su(var)2-HP2 Shaffer et al. 2002 197 (68) 0 (0) 4 (3) 2 (2) 5.6 6.4 <10�4

HP5 Giot et al. 2003; Lechner et al. 2005;
Guruharsha et al. 2011

57 (21) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (1) 5.1 6.2 <10�4

CG30403 — 25 (7) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 6.4 <10�4

NIPPED-B Lechner et al. 2005; Nozawa et al. 2010 77 (30) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (3) 4.9 5.8 <10�4

CG14438 — 44 (31) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 4.3 5.7 <10�4

HMR Satyaki et al. 2014 55 (33) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3.9 4.9 <10�4

CG7692 — 26 (15) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3.8 5.2 <10�4

XNP Emelyanov et al. 2010; Schneiderman
et al. 2010

65 (25) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (2) 3.8 4.9 <10�4

LHR Greil et al. 2007; Brideau et al. 2006;
Brideau and Barbash 2011

24 (9) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3.7 4.9 <10�4

CAP — 56 (29) 0 (0) 3 (3) 4 (4) 3.6 4.3 <10�4

Kdm4A Lin et al. 2008 18 (9) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (1) 3.5 4.8 <10�4

SuUR Pindyurin et al. 2008 11 (7) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3.5 4.9 <10�4

CG30007 — 26 (13) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3.4 4.9 <10�4

SLE Schneiderman et al. 2010 113 (44) 0 (0) 14 (14) 5 (5) 3.4 4.1 <10�4

Su(var)3-3/dLSD1 Reuter et al. 1986; Rudolph et al. 2007 10 (8) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 4.5 <10�4

CG1815 — 37 (19) 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (0) 2.9 4 <10�4

EGG/dSETDB1 Seum et al. 2007; Brower-Toland et al.
2009

7 (6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.7 4.1 <10�4

VTD — 15 (12) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.6 3.9 <10�4

SMC1 — 37 (18) 0 (0) 2 (2) 6 (6) 2.6 3.2 <10�4

E(var)3-9 Dorn et al. 1993; Weiler 2007;
Guruharsha et al. 2011

9 (3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.6 4.1 <10�4

CG4203 Nozawa et al. 2010 13 (8) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.5 3.7 <10�4

CG7357 Giot et al. 2003 9 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.5 4.1 <10�4

L(3)JD3 — 10 (7) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.4 3.7 <10�4

HP1b Kwon et al. 2010 9 (3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.4 4 <10�4

BORR — 11 (6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.4 3.9 <10�4

CG43736 — 23 (11) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (1) 2.3 3.3 <10�4

CG8108 Guruharsha et al. 2011 14 (7) 0 (0) 6 (5) 0 (0) 2.3 3.1 <10�4

INCENP Ainsztein et al. 1998 7 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.3 3.8 <10�4

CG1737 — 22 (12) 0 (0) 7 (7) 1 (1) 2.2 3 <10�4

CAF1-180 Murzina et al. 1999; Quivy et al. 2004;
Huang et al. 2010

20 (14) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (1) 2.2 3.4 <10�4

. . .

Su(var)3-9 Reuter et al. 1986; Schotta et al. 2002 6 (5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.8 3.4 <10�4

Su(var)2-10 Reuter and Wolff 1981; Hari et al. 2001;
Westphal and Reuter 2002

14 (7) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (1) 1.7 2.8 <10�4

MES-4 This study 13 (11) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (3) 0.71 2.21 0.011

The top interacting proteins detected across the HP1a-BioTAP pull-downs in S2 cells and different life stages of the fly are listed, with
S2 total peptide counts shown as representative data (unique counts in parentheses). Please see http://pklab.med.harvard.edu/
mass.spec/viewms.html for the counts in other life stages. The enrichment column shows the 95% confidence interval lower bound
(LB) and maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the target-specific enrichment magnitude (on log2 scale) for each protein as well as the
associated P-value. The candidates are ranked by the lower bound of enrichment. The second column indicates relevant references or
follow-up analysis presented in this study. The last three rows (after a separator) show enrichments detected for interesting lower-
ranked interactors.
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CG3680 binds pericentric heterochromatin and gypsy-
like insulator-binding groups

CG3680 was previously identified as a potential inter-
actor of HP1a in a high-throughput yeast two-hybrid
assay (Giot et al. 2003). The protein has a crotonase-fold
domain, which in the context of human CDY-like pro-
teins has been implicated in transfer of acetyl groups to
and from chromatin (Lahn et al. 2002; Caron et al. 2003)
as well as in protein multimerization (Franz et al. 2009).
To further characterize the CG3680-HP1a interaction,
we performed a CG3680 BioTAP-XL pull-down in S2
cells, in which HP1a was among the top 15 protein hits
(Table 3). Surprisingly, the top candidates included SU(HW),
MOD(MDG4), and CP190 proteins, the components of
the gypsy insulator known for its effect on enhancer–
promoter interactions (Georgiev and Gerasimova 1989; Pai
et al. 2004). ChIP-seq analysis of the recovered DNA also
indicated that CG3680 might have a dual function in
the nucleus. Consistent with our LC-MS/MS results, we
found that CG3680 shows numerous (>5000) narrow
binding sites within euchromatic regions, nearly all of
which coincide with insulator-binding sites (Fig. 3A,C;
Supplemental Fig. S7). These include gypsy-like insulator
sites (22%) and stand-alone SU(HW)-binding sites (57%)
as well as unrelated CTCF+CP190 (11%) or stand-alone
CP190-binding positions (10%). It is important to note
that CG3680 was not present at all sites associated with
each insulator class, suggesting that it might introduce
further distinctions within these classes (Negre et al.
2010; Schwartz et al. 2012). Furthermore, regions of
HP1a-CG3680 interaction (see below) appear to be dis-
tinct from the CG3680 insulator-associated binding
peaks (Fig. 3B; Supplemental Fig. S7).

Similar to HP1a, CG3680 also exhibits a broad pattern of
binding in heterochromatin. Enrichment of CG3680-BioTAP

in heterochromatin is statistically significant (Fig. 3D) but
lower in magnitude than that observed for HP1a-BioTAP
(;1.5-fold vs. eightfold) and covers only a subset (;35%) of
HP1a-enriched regions. Metagene profiles reveal no general
enrichment of CG3680 over genes and a relative depletion
within transcriptionally active genes (Supplemental Fig. S5).
Taken together, the reciprocal CG3680-BioTAP mass spec-
trometry and ChIP-seq mapping data establish CG3680 as
a strong HP1a interactor in heterochromatin, with a poten-
tially separate function in chromatin insulators. Based on
these characteristics, we propose HIPP1 (HP1 and insula-
tor partner protein-1) as an appropriate name for CG3680.

Genetic analysis of CG8290, a novel heterochromatin
protein, reveals a Su(var) phenotype

CG8290 ranked as a top interacting protein in our LC-
MS/MS analysis of the HP1a pull-downs (Tables 1, 2). It
was greatly enriched in all samples and was absent from
all input and control BioTAP-XL experiments. Surprisingly,
we found no prior reports suggesting a link between CG8290
and HP1a. In reciprocal pull-downs using CG8290-BioTAP
in S2 cells, we identified HP1a among the top five proteins
recovered by the LC-MS/MS analysis (following Bonus
[BON], HP1b, CG14438, and HP2) (Table 4). Both BON
and HP2 have been implicated in HP1a-mediated repression
(Shaffer et al. 2002; Beckstead et al. 2005). The results of
ChIP-seq analysis of the CG8290-associated DNA showed
that pericentric heterochromatin was the main target of the
CG8290-BioTAP protein, similar to HP1a (Fig. 3B,D). We
also created CG8290-BioTAP transgenic flies and confirmed
the heterochromatic localization of CG8290 by immuno-
fluorescence studies in larval polytene chromosomes
(Supplemental Fig. S3). Detailed analysis of the CG8290
ChIP-seq data shows that CG8290 enrichment in hetero-
chromatic genes closely resembles that of HP1a, including

Table 2. HP1a pull-downs across the major life stages of Drosophila

The detailed peptide counts are shown for the top six interacting proteins recovered from the HP1a-BioTAP pull-downs across S2 cells and
embryonic, larval, and adult stages. The total number of detected peptides is shown in each cell, with the number of unique peptides
shown in parentheses (for full data set, including peptide counts, see http://pklab.med.harvard.edu/mass.spec/viewms.html). The target
immunoprecipitations correspond to the peptides recovered from HP1a-BioTAP-specific pull-downs, with mock and MSL3-BioTAP
experiments representing nonspecific signals, and input showing detectable peptide abundance in the initial chromatin mixture.
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Figure 3. Genomic distribution of CG3680, CG8290, and MES-4 proteins. (A) Within the euchromatic portion of the Drosophila

genome, CG3680 exhibits prominent binding positions coinciding with those of several insulator proteins, including CTCF and
Su(Hw). The plots show enrichment of the DNA fraction of the CG3680 BioTAP pull-down for a euchromatic region of chromosome 3L
along with ChIP-seq enrichment for the insulator proteins in S2 cells. (B) A region of chromosome 3L in S2 cells containing the
euchromatic–heterochromatic boundary is shown. Both CG3680 and CG8290 show a broad pattern of enrichment in the
heterochromatin, resembling that of HP1a. However, the enrichment magnitude of CG3680 is lower, particularly in contrast to its
insulator-associated euchromatic binding positions. (C) CG3680 euchromatic binding positions coincide with several different classes
of insulators. The heat maps show ChIP-seq enrichments of Drosophila insulator proteins around all euchromatic CG3680 positions in
S2 cells (from top to bottom). Most of the euchromatic CG3680 sites can be classified into those associated with gypsy-like insulator
combinations [Su(Hw) + CP190 + mod2.2; cluster 1], standalone Su(Hw) (clusters 2 and 3), or CTCF + CP190 (cluster 4 insulators). (D)
CG3680, CG8290, and MES-4 show statistically significant enrichment in the heterochromatic portions of the Drosophila genome.
The maximum likelihood estimate (circles) over the overall enrichment levels ([red] enriched; [blue] depleted) and the 95% confidence
intervals (whiskers) are shown for the euchromatic portions of the assembled chromosome arms (e.g., 2L), assembled pericentromeric
heterochromatin regions (e.g., 2L.h), and unassembled heterochromatic contigs (e.g,. 2LHet). (E) Metagene profiles of CG8290 and
MES-4 in S2 cells with comparison with HP1 and H3K9me2/3 modification (Kharchenko et al. 2011) around expressed and silent
heterochromatic genes.
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pronounced depletion at active transcription start sites,
suggesting strong association between these proteins and
likely involvement of CG8290 in heterochromatin gene
regulation (Fig. 3E; Supplemental Fig. S5).

To ask what might be the functional consequences of
the HP1a–CG8290 interaction discovered via BioTAP-XL,
we induced excision of a P element inserted in the 59

untranslated region (UTR) of cg8290 to create a series of
cg8290 deletion alleles and selected cg82901 and cg82902

for further analysis. cg82902 eliminates most of the coding
region without affecting the neighboring PI31 gene (Fig.
4D). We found that homozygous deletion flies are viable
(data not shown) but display a moderately strong dose-
dependent Su(var) phenotype, consistent with a function
in heterochromatic silencing (Fig. 4E).

CG8290 exhibits affinity for H3K9me2/3 through
an ATRX-like ADD domain

The CG8290 gene encodes several predicted protein iso-
forms (Fig. 4D). All CG8290 isoforms share a common

N-terminal ADD domain (amino acids 54–192). The ADD
domain has been reported to confer binding to histone tails
and is present in the well-studied mammalian proteins
ATRX and DNMT3a (Dhayalan et al. 2011; Eustermann
et al. 2011; Iwase et al. 2011). Recently, it was shown that
in the context of human ATRX, the ADD domain binds
the histone H3 tail, specifically the H3K4me0K9me2/3
modification. This recognition was enhanced by interac-
tion with HP1a, which also recognizes the same epitope,
although likely on a neighboring nucleosome (Dhayalan
et al. 2011; Iwase et al. 2011). Given that the fly homolog of
ATRX, XNP, lacks an ADD domain (Bassett et al. 2008;
Valadez-Graham et al. 2012), we wanted to explore the
possible link between the CG8290 ADD, HP1a, and
H3K9me2/3 recognition.

The alignment of insect CG8290-derived and vertebrate
ATRX-derived ADD domains (Fig. 4A) indicates that the
homology is essentially limited to cysteine residues, com-
prising the basic zinc finger fold of this domain; however,
several residues previously implicated in pathogenesis in
ATRX mutant patients and shown to abrogate H3K9me2

Table 3. CG3680 protein interactors ranked by confidence score

Protein

Peptide counts in S2 cells Enrichment

CG3680-1 CG3680-2 Mock Input MSL3 LB MLE P-value

Su(Hw) 52 (19) 49 (20) 0 (0) 4 (3) 1 (1) 4.9 6.1 <10�4

CP190 77 (33) 88 (39) 0 (0) 12 (11) 0 (0) 4.7 5.5 <10�4

CG8436 16 (10) 18 (11) 0 (0) 3 (3) 0 (0) 3.7 5.2 <10�4

MOD(MDG4) 22 (11) 30 (12) 0 (0) 2 (2) 1 (1) 3.7 4.8 <10�4

PITA 9 (7) 13 (10) 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (0) 3.6 5.5 <10�4

MIP120 25 (20) 25 (22) 0 (0) 3 (3) 0 (0) 3.3 4.4 <10�4

CG9740 11 (8) 9 (8) 0 (0) 2 (2) 0 (0) 3.1 4.8 <10�4

CTCF 4 (4) 4 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.5 5.2 1.7 3 10�4

CG1910 16 (10) 14 (11) 0 (0) 6 (5) 0 (0) 2.5 3.5 <10�4

PDS5 43 (24) 35 (23) 0 (0) 0 (0) 9 (8) 2.4 3.2 <10�4

CG2118 5 (5) 3 (3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.4 5.1 5.0 3 10�4

Pre-MOD(MDG4)-T 6 (2) 5 (2) 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (0) 2.4 4.5 <10�4

CG10265 3 (3) 5 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.3 5.1 <10�4

CAP 11 (10) 15 (13) 0 (0) 3 (3) 4 (4) 2.1 3.1 <10�4

Su(var)205/HP1 28 (10) 20 (11) 0 (0) 10 (7) 6 (5) 2 2.8 <10�4

The top 15 proteins showing statistically significant enrichment scores are shown based on the peptides recovered from two
independent CG3680-CBioTAP pull-downs in S2 cells. (LB) Lower bound; (MLE) maximum likelihood estimate.

Table 4. CG8290 protein interactors ranked by confidence score

Proteins

Peptides counts in S2 cells Enrichment

CG8290-1 CG8290-2 Mock Input MSL3 LB MLE P-value

BON 38 (21) 44 (21) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 6.2 8 <10�4

HP1b 10 (6) 7 (6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 4.2 6.8 <10�4

CG14438 5 (5) 6 (6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3.5 6.1 <10�4

Su(var)2-HP2 17 (16) 26 (24) 0 (0) 4 (3) 2 (2) 3.3 4.3 <10�4

Su(var)205/HP1 35 (15) 46 (18) 0 (0) 10 (7) 6 (5) 3.2 4 <10�4

CG6791 3 (3) 6 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3.1 5.8 <10�4

MOD(MDG4) 12 (6) 15 (8) 0 (0) 2 (2) 1 (1) 3 4.3 <10�4

CG1910 12 (10) 20 (11) 0 (0) 6 (5) 0 (0) 2.9 4 <10�4

EGG/dSETDB1 2 (2) 6 (5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.8 5.5 <10�4

CG3680 5 (4) 10 (8) 0 (0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2.7 4.2 <10�4

The top 10 proteins showing statistically significant enrichment scores are shown based on the peptides recovered from two
independent CG8290-CBioTAP pull-downs in S2 cells. (LB) Lower bound; (MLE) maximum likelihood estimate.
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binding (Iwase et al. 2011) are also conserved. Therefore, we
expressed wild-type and mutant versions of the CG8290
ADD domain (155 amino acids) as GST fusions and tested
their binding to various biotinylated histone H3 tail
peptides. The data presented in Figure 4B indicate that,
like the ADD from human ATRX (positive control), the
CG8290 ADD specifically binds H3K9me peptides, with
pronounced preference for H3K9me2 and H3K9me3. Next,
we created individual point mutations in two conservative
parts of the composite H3K9me3-binding pocket in the
ADD domain. Consistent with the human ADD structural
data (Iwase et al. 2011), Y101A and C117A mutants in
CG8290 displayed severely reduced binding to histone

peptides irrespective of their methylation status (Fig. 4C).
Based on these characteristics, we propose dADD1 (Dro-
sophila ADD-1) as an appropriate name for CG8290.

Identification of HP1a-associated RNAs

How heterochromatin in Drosophila is initially formed is
still an open question. To investigate whether chromatin-
associated RNAs might contribute and determine whether
the BioTAP approach would be effective in detecting RNA
components in addition to the protein and DNA compo-
nents of HP1a-associated chromatin, we also purified the
RNA fractions from HP1a-BioTAP and MSL3-BioTAP pull-

Figure 4. CG8290 recognizes H3K9me2/3 through its ADD domain and functions in heterochromatin silencing. (A) Alignment of the
ADD domains from dipteran CG8290 (Drosophila melanogaster, Drosophila virilis, and Culex pipiens) and vertebrate ATRX (Danio

rerio, Gallus gallus, and Homo sapiens). Residues conserved among dipterans or vertebrates are shaded blue and yellow, respectively.
Residues shared by at least five of the six species shown here are highlighted in pink. Mutations Y101A and C117A at conserved
positions implicated in H3K9me recognition and used as controls in H3K9 peptide pull-downs are depicted below. Red brackets denote
the residues forming a composite H3K9me3 pocket (Iwase et al. 2011). (B) Anti-GST Western blot analysis showing recovery of the
CG8290 GST-ADD domain after pull-down with biotinylated histone H3 tail peptides methylated at H3K9 but not at H3K4 or H3K27
residues, consistent with the published human ATRX ADD data (positive control). Mobilities of the GST-tagged CG8290 and ATRX
ADD domains are slightly different and are marked by red and black arrows. A green arrow indicates biotinylated histone H3 peptides
used in pull-downs, detected with streptavidin-HRP. (C) Western blot analysis of the CG8290 GST-ADD domain showing that binding
to methylated histone H3K9 peptides is abrogated by point mutations Y101A and C117A. Positions of wild-type and mutant CG8290
ADD are indicated by the red arrow. The green arrow indicates the signal from biotinylated histone H3 peptides used in pull-downs.
(D) Organization of the cg8290 locus. cg8290 (blue) produces three types of transcripts encoding three CG8290 isoforms. Coding
sequences and UTRs are colored purple and orange, respectively, with the position of the ADD domain indicated. Insertion of
P{GawB}cg8290NP0793 is indicated by a triangle. Two null alleles, cg82901 and cg8290 2, are deletions of the cg8290 coding sequence, not
affecting the upstream PI31 gene. The deletions are indicated by gray boxes. (E) cg8290 alleles display a dose-dependent PEV phenotype
and act as Su(var)s in the white-mottled genetic background. A dominant Su(var) phenotype is observed in w m4h/Y; cg8290 1 or 2/+ flies,
which is further enhanced in homozygotes (w m4h/Y; cg8290 2/cg8290 2) and trans-heterozygotes (w m4h/Y; cg8290 2/Df(2R)BSC153).
cg8290REV is a precise excision of P{GawB} and serves as a genetic background control. Df(2R)BSC153 is a 341-kb deletion removing
cg8290 and other genes; it was obtained on a background distinct from that of cg8290 2, so its use in combination with cg8290 helps
exclude the possible contribution of linked PEV modifiers on the cg8290 2 chromosome. Distribution of eye color classes (A, B, or C,
depicted above) is distinct between cg82901 or 2/+ and cg8290REV/+ or CyO/+. Cg8290-null animals (cg8290 2/cg8290 2 and cg8290 2/

Df(2R)BSC153) display a further increase in eye pigmentation.
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downs. The MSL complex provided a very important proof
of principle, as the two noncoding roX RNAs are known to
be major components (Amrein and Axel 1997; Meller et al.
1997). In S2 cells, roX2 RNA is the major noncoding RNA
(ncRNA) component, as roX1 is expressed at very low
levels (Smith et al. 2000). When examined by random-
primed, strand-specific RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), we
observed strong enrichment for roX2 RNA in the MSL3-
BioTAP pull-down from S2 cells (77-fold and 57-fold in the
two replicates, respectively). In the HP1a pull-down from
S2 cells, we observed strong enrichment for RNA match-
ing repetitive regions of the genome (Fig. 5A).

We wished to confirm these results in embryos and also
explore additional methods, as we postulated that there
might be biases in the repetitive RNA representation
described above due to the random-priming step. There-
fore, we examined the HP1a RNA pull-down profiles from
embryos using two additional protocols. The first protocol
used on-bead RNA adapter ligation, a modified version of
the CRAC technique (Granneman et al. 2009) followed by
RNA-seq on the Illumina platform. The second protocol
used a simple reverse-cross-linking RNA recovery step
followed by Helicos Direct RNA-seq, bypassing reverse
transcription and PCR amplification (see the Materials and
Methods; Ozsolak et al. 2009). Each of these approaches
provided potential advantages. In the case of the CRAC
technique, these include the use of a specific RNA adapter
for reverse transcription and the retention of the RNAs of
interest on the bead, allowing multiple rounds of washing.
In the case of direct RNA-seq, omission of ligation and
amplification steps might be expected to decrease biases in
final sequence representation.

All three methods resulted in enrichment of repetitive
RNAs after HP1 pull-down but to varying degrees (Fig. 5B;
Supplemental Data File 1). The on-bead ligation method
may be superior when considering roX2 RNA recovery
from MSL3-BioTAP pull-downs as a positive control (Fig.
5C). In summary, all three methods showed enrichment of
repetitive RNAs in HP1a pull-downs; thus, it is possible
that transcripts originating from repetitive sequences may
help guide or facilitate the function of HP1a complexes,
analogous to the function of centromeric repetitive RNAs
in fission yeast. However, a direct test for the function of
repetitive RNA, separate from its DNA coding sequences
within heterochromatin, remains technically challenging.

Discussion

HP1a and its interactors participate in multiple
chromatin-associated complexes

In this study, we identified HP1a interactors using a chro-
matin-based biochemical approach (BioTAP-XL). We
found connections between HP1a and factors responsible
for chromatin organization, gene transcription, replication,
and DNA repair in agreement with previously reported
results for Drosophila and human HP1. Surprisingly, among
the top interactors, we discovered multiple, previously
unstudied proteins. Most of the new proteins were present
in all developmental stages of the fly and fell into two

categories. The first category was interactors for which the
connection to HP1a was not known for Drosophila but was
reported for the homologous proteins in different organisms;
for example, Nipped-B (hNIPBL) and INCENP (hINCENP)
(Ainsztein et al. 1998; Lechner et al. 2005). The second
group includes novel HP1a interactors such as CG8290,
CG30403, CG14438, and MES-4.

We validated the two top candidates, CG8290 and
CG3680, and proposed naming them dADD1 and HIPP1,
respectively. Analysis of our dADD1-BioTAP ChIP-seq
results together with immunofluorescence localization
studies strongly suggests that the main target of this
protein is pericentric heterochromatin, correlating with
the primary localization of HP1a. LC-MS/MS analysis of
proteins associated with dADD1 showed that besides
HP1a and HP2, the top candidate interactor is BON.
BON is the only Drosophila homolog of the TIF1 family,
and human TIF1 members interact with and phosphory-
late HP1 (Le Douarin et al. 1998; Nielsen et al. 1999; Ryan
et al. 1999). No direct interactions were observed be-
tween BON and HP1a in flies despite the observation that
bonus could act as both an enhancer and suppressor of
PEV (Beckstead et al. 2005). Therefore, we propose that
dADD1 could act as a bridge between HP1a and BON.

The most interesting finding regarding dADD1 is its
relationship to the human ATRX protein through its
ADD domain. ATR-X (a-thalassemia/mental retardation,
X-linked) syndrome is a human congenital disorder that
causes severe intellectual disabilities. Mutations in the
ATRX gene, which encodes an ATP-dependent chro-
matin remodeler, are responsible for the syndrome. Ap-
proximately half of the missense mutations in affected
individuals are clustered in a cysteine-rich domain
termed ADD, and the other half cluster in the SNF2-type
ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling domain (Iwase
et al. 2011). The ADD domain was shown to bind the
H3K9me3 chromatin mark and recruit ATRX to pericentric
heterochromatin. In flies, the reported ortholog of
ATRX is XNP (Bassett et al. 2008). XNP has the SNF2-
type ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling domain but
is missing the ADD domain. It was shown previously as
well as in this study that XNP interacts physically and
functionally with HP1a (Emelyanov et al. 2010). At the
same time, it was reported that XNP is not a general
component of heterochromatin. Instead, XNP localizes
to active genes and to a major focus near the heterochro-
matin of the X chromosome, corresponding to an un-
usual, decondensed block of satellite DNA (Schneiderman
et al. 2009). We speculate that in flies, the SNF2 and ADD
domains of human ATRX are divided between two pro-
teins, XNP and dADD1. Interestingly, both proteins
strongly interact with HP1a but are rather weak inter-
actors with each other based on our results from the
dADD1-BioTAP pull-down.

HIPP1/CG3680 was the second top candidate in our
validation analysis. It was previously scored as a potential
partner of HP1a in a high-throughput yeast two-hybrid
assay (Giot et al. 2003), but to our knowledge, this
interaction was not pursued. Here we discover associa-
tion between HP1a and HIPP1 using multiple biochemical
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Figure 5. RNA-seq analysis of BioTAP-XL pull-downs. (A) Enrichment of repeat-derived RNA in HP1a-BioTAP cross-linked complexes
from S2 cells compared with MSL3-BioTAP complexes from S2 cells detected using a random-priming approach for cDNA synthesis
and Illumina RNA-seq. The plot shows log2 average enrichment across all annotated repeat types in Drosophila (each row corresponds
to a repeat type), estimated relative to a corresponding input sample (total chromatin-associated RNA). Only statistically significant
enrichment/depletion levels are shown in color. (B) Enrichment of the same spectrum of repeat-derived RNAs (rows are ordered as in A)
assessed using HP1a-BioTAP embryos and either an on-bead ligation method for cDNA priming (HP1a RNA) or direct RNA-seq (HP1a
RNA; Helicos). The enrichment was calculated compared with unrelated BioTAP-XL pull-down samples from embryos (see the
Supplemental Material). The enrichment levels are also shown for the DNA fraction of the BioTAP pull-downs, illustrating the
abundance of HP1a binding to the repetitive regions of the genome (HP1a chromatin) as well as the lack of such binding in the case of
the control MSL3 complex (MSL3 chromatin). The zoomed-in version shows selected repeat details, with the full list in Supplemental
Data File 1. Repeat enrichment was not observed for MSL3-associated RNA from S2 cells using the on-bead ligation approach (MSL3
RNA). (C) Analysis of the RNA recovered from the MSL3-BioTAP pull-down (on-bead method, Illumina platform) confirms the
presence of roX2 RNA as the main RNA component of the MSL complex in S2 cells.
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approaches. The ChIP-seq together with the LC-MS/MS
results of the HIPP1-BioTAP pull-down suggest that the
protein associates with HP1a within heterochromatin and
also plays an HP1a-indpendent role within insulator com-
plexes in euchromatin. The association with insulators is
further strengthened by the recent identification of CG8436
and CG9740 (Table 3) as novel CP190-interacting proteins in
S2 cells (Cuartero et al. 2014). Overall, our analyses of HIPP1
suggest separate roles in the euchromatic and heterochro-
matic portions of the genome, but we cannot exclude the
possibility that the presence of HIPP1 simultaneously in
both locations has some common purpose.

HP1a chromatin interaction networks

Our study provides an initial, unbiased view of HP1a-
associated complexes on chromatin across the life cycle
of Drosophila melanogaster. We were able to expand the
BioTAP-XL approach to biochemically challenging life
stages and identify protein–RNA associations in addition
to protein–DNA and protein–protein interactions from
a single chromatin preparation. A strength of BioTAP-XL
is that it requires no prior knowledge of the biochemical
properties of a given complex beyond the ability to assess
whether the BioTAP-tagged bait protein retains its wild-
type function.

Our follow-up analysis by BioTAP-XL tagging of two
previously uncharacterized but strong HP1a interactors
revealed that they coexist with HP1a in heterochromatin
but also exhibit distinct binding locations in the euchro-
matic portion of the genome, likely shared with distinct
partners identified in their protein interaction mass
spectrometry lists. We believe that this constitutes a very
promising beginning for the construction of an HP1a
chromatin interaction network. For example, future in-
vestigations of potential subcomplexes could be pur-
sued by asking whether post-translational modifications
might govern subsets of HP1a–protein, HP1a–DNA, or
HP1a–RNA interactions. Indeed, HP1a is known to have
multiple sites of phosphorylation in vivo (Eissenberg et al.
1994), and we found that we could identify phosphory-
lated HP1a peptides from our complex peptide mixtures
in multiple life stages (Supplemental Fig. S8) that are
consistent with those identified in a global phosphopro-
teome analysis of Drosophila embryos (Zhai et al. 2008).
Site-specific mutagenesis of these sites might interfere
with subsets of interactions of the HP1a-BioTAP bait
protein and could be assessed in parallel for phenotypes
using classical genetics, thereby revealing how subsets of
key functional interactions may be regulated by post-
translational modifications. Furthermore, we could also
detect phosphorylation of HIPP1, dADD1, and other HP1
interactors in S2 cells, embryos, larvae, and adults (Sup-
plemental Fig. S8; Supplemental Data File 2). Future
mining and BioTAP-XL analysis of the full HP1 protein
interaction list will provide ample material to further
define potential HP1 subcomplexes and their nucleic
acid-binding properties. In summary, despite years of
prominence in the growing field of epigenetics, many
critical aspects of HP1a targeting and function still re-

main mysterious. We propose that continuing to decipher
the function of HP1a and its multiple partners will
require a concerted, ‘‘chromatin-centric’’ approach.

Materials and methods

BioTAP-XL for Drosophila S2 cells, embryos, larvae,

and adults

Fly embryo preparation To generate 100 g of 6- to 20-h embryos,
flies were grown at 25°C with 65% humidity using large
embryo collection cages (Flystuff, catalog no. 59-101) contain-
ing molasses plates with yeast paste. Embryos were washed off
the plate with embryo saline solution (7 g of NaCl, 300 mL of
Triton X-100 per/1 L), dechorionized in 50% bleach solution for
3 min, washed twice with dH2O, and blot-dried with paper
towels. Using a motorized Teflon pestle, 10 g of embryos was
dounced in 40 mL of embryo nuclear extraction buffer (NEB)
(10% sucrose, 20 mM HEPES at pH 7.6, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM
MgCl2, 0.2% Triton) with 0.1 mM PMSF buffer for 10 strokes.
The embryonic slurry was filtered using a single layer of
miracloth (Calbiochem, catalog no. 475855). The filter was
washed with an additional 60 mL of cold embryo NEB with 0.1
mM PMSF. The filtered homogenate (100 mL) was immediately
transferred into a 225-mL T-flask filled with 360 mL of room
temperature PBS and 40 mL of 37% formaldehyde and then
treated as described below for S2 cells, starting from the
pelleting of cross-linked nuclei.

Larval and adult fly preparations One-hundred grams of third
instar larvae or adult flies was collected. Larvae were separated
from the food by washing in 20% sucrose (see Ashburner 1989).
Flies were collected 1–12 h after eclosion. Whole animals were
rapidly frozen in liquid N2 and stored at �80 °C until ready for
assaying. Frozen samples (four sets of 25 g) were ground to
a powder with a ceramic mortar and pestle chilled with liquid
N2. Powder from 100 g of starting material was carefully added to
a Clarkson BB250S 1-L blender with a stainless steel container
filled with 900 mL of NEB + 0.1 mM PMSF (25 °C). Warning:
Avoid pouring residual N2 into the blender and wear face
protection to avoid splashing! The mixture was stirred for 30
sec and then blended for 30 sec at speed 1 and 30 sec at speed 2.
Crushed larval or fly extract was immediately transferred into
4-gal Nalgene wide-mouth LDPE carboys (catalog no. 73004)
with 4500 mL of PBS and 500 mL of 37% formaldehyde at room
temperature and then treated as described below for S2 cells,
starting from the pelleting of cross-linked nuclei.

Drosophila S2 cell culture Cells were grown in four 50-mL
large T-flasks (225 cm2) in 10% FBS-supplemented Schneider’s
Drosophila medium (Invitrogen, catalog no. 11720) to a density
of ;5 3 106 cells per milliliter. Cell cultures were split in half by
adding an equal volume of HyClone CCM3 serum-free medium
(Thermo Scientific, catalog no. SH30065) and grown in eight
T-flasks (225 cm2) to a density of ;5 3 106 cells per milliliter.
Cells were transferred into four 2.8-L Fernbach glass flasks
(Bellco Glass, Inc.). For each flask, 100 mL of cells was added
into 400 mL of HyClone CCM3 medium, and cells were grown at
90 rpm and 26.5°C to a density of ;1 3 107 cells per milliliter,
with cell viability >94%. Cells were pelleted by spinning at 600g
for 10 min at 4°C and washed two to three times in 500 mL of
PBS. Between washes, cells were pelleted as above.

Formaldehyde cross-linking Harvested S2 cells were homoge-
nized by using a 100-mL dounce homogenizer (Bellco Glass, Inc.)
and 10 strokes each of A and B pestles. For every 4–5 mL of cell
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pellet volume, 100 mL of NEB + 0.1 mM PMSF prechilled on ice
was added. Without delay, 100 mL of cell/nuclear homogenate
was poured into a T-225 flask containing a room temperature
mixture of 360 mL of PBS and 40 mL of 37% formaldehyde and
incubated for 30 min at 25°C on a orbital shaker platform with
vigorous shaking (100 rpm). Fixed nuclei were pelleted by
spinning at 4000g for 10 min at 4°C. The supernatant was
carefully decanted, and the nuclear pellet was washed four times
with 100 mL of ice-cold PBS with 0.1 mM PMSF. Nuclei were
pelleted between washes at 4000g for 10 min at 4°C. Nuclei were
resuspended in glycerol buffer and snap-frozen in liquid N2 prior
to further processing.

Chromatin preparation Frozen nuclear extracts from Drosoph-

ila S2 cells, embryos, third instar larvae, and adult flies were
thawed and spun down at 4000g for 10 min at 4°C. Pellets were
washed with 10–20 vol of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.0, 1
mM EDTA at pH 8.0) with 0.1 mM PMSF and spun down at
4000g for 10 min at 4°C. Pellets were again resuspended with 10
vol of TE buffer with 0.1 mM PMSF by pipetting up and down (for
third instar larval or adult fly chromatin, a motorized Teflon
pestle was used). SDS was added to the mixture to a final
concentration of 1%. The mixture was inverted in the tube 10
times and spun down at 4000g for 10 min at 4°C. The superna-
tant was carefully removed (note that the pellet may be quite
loose), and the pellet was resuspended with 10 vol of TE buffer
with 0.1 mM PMSF by pipetting and further spun down at 4000g

for 10 min at 4°C. This washing step was repeated twice. The
pellet was resuspended with 1.5 vol of TE buffer with 0.1 mM
PMSF by pipetting up and down (for third instar larvae or adult
flies, motorized Teflon pestle was used). SDS was added to
a mixture to a final concentration of 0.1%. The resulting viscous
mixture was sonicated in 4.5-mL aliquots using a Misonix
Sonicator 3000 with Microtip power output level 7 and total
sonication processing time of 3.5 min (15-sec pulse ‘‘on’’ and 45-
sec ‘‘off’’ time) to generate DNA fragments in the range of 300–
2000 base pairs (bp).

Triton X-100 (1% final) and NaCl (140 mM final) were added
to the sonicated samples. Samples were mixed on a rotating
wheel for 5 min at 4°C and spun down at 10,000g for 10 min at
4°C. The supernatant containing the soluble chromatin was
collected. Note: In order to control for chromatin input compo-
sition and quality (for protein, DNA, and RNA), a 1-mL aliquot
was reserved before proceeding with the next step.

Affinity purification and LC-MS/MS Protein A-IgG and biotin-
streptavidin affinity purification steps followed by on-bead
trypsin digestion, C18 column peptide purification, and LC-
MS/MS were performed as described (Alekseyenko et al. 2014).

Phosphorylation identification Mass spectrometric files were
searched with the X!Tandem algorithm (Craig and Beavis
2004) for serine, threonine, and tyrosine phosphorylation.
Fragment ion annotations for MS/MS mapped to unique
phosphorylated residues were manually verified (Supplemen-
tal Data File 2).

DNA and RNA recovery for next-generation sequencing DNA
was recovered, and ChIP-seq libraries were prepared as described
previously (Alekseyenko et al. 2014).

Direct RNA-seq by Helicos: RNA for direct RNA-seq (DRS)
was recovered from beads as for DNA. After ethanol precip-
itation, the RNA sample was treated with TURBO DNase
(Invitrogen, catalog no. AM1906) followed by phenol-chloroform
and chloroform extraction and standard EtOH precipitation.

Recovered RNA was purified with the RNeasy Plus minikit
(Qiagen) using the ‘‘purification of total RNA containing miRNA’’
protocol. DRS was performed as described (Ozsolak et al. 2009).

Random-priming approach for cDNA synthesis and Illumina
RNA-seq: RNA from pull-down and input samples was re-
covered as above (Helicos). An NEBNext ultradirectional RNA
library kit (New England Biolabs, catalog no. E7420S) was used
to make cDNA and RNA-seq libraries. Several minor modifi-
cations to the standard kit protocol were made based on (1) size
(RNA fragmentation time was decreased from 15 to 5 min) and
(2) the small amount of RNA (the number of PCR cycles were
adjusted to 20 cycles in the USER excision and PCR library
step).

Modified CRAC technique for RNA-seq: The CRAC technique
(Granneman et al. 2009) was used for the on-bead ligation and
library preparation for the RNA sample. In order to eliminate
DNA contamination in RNA samples, the following changes to
the protocol were made. Instead of DNA linkers, the following
RNA oligos were used: for the 39 end, /5rApp/rUrCrGrUrAr
UrGrCrCrGrUrCrUrUrCrUrGrCrUrUrGrUr/ddC/-3 (BiooScien
tific); and for the 59 end, /5InvddT/GrGrUrUrCrArGrArGrUr
UrCrUrArCrArGrUrCrCrGrArCrGrArUrC (Eisen et al. 2001).
After both linkers were ligated, the RNA was recovered as
described above for DNA recovery, and the sample was treated
with TURBO DNase followed by phenol-chloroform and chlo-
roform extraction and standard EtOH precipitation in the
presence of 50 mg of glycogen before reverse transcription.

It is important to note that in each approach used for RNA
preparation, no rRNA depletion kit or techniques were used in
order to prevent additional potential biases.

Bamse

To ensure uniform and unambiguous assignment, the detected
peptides were realigned to the D. melanogaster translation
annotation (FlyBase 5.45) using NCBI blastp (with the following
parameters: �M PAM30, �e 100, �W 1, �b 20, �v 20, �a 20).
Only peptides whose top-scoring hits were unique among the
annotated proteins were used in further analysis.

The number of peptide counts was modeled as a variable
distributed according to a negative binomial distribution, with
the rate determined by the log-linear model shown in Figure 2. A
normal prior distribution [N(�2,0.1)] was assumed for the base-
level abundance at, and G prior [G(0.05,0.02)] was used for non-
negative enrichment factors b and g, implemented using the
R RJAGS package. The posterior distributions of parameters were
determined using Gibbs sampling (3000 adaptations, 1500 sam-
pling rounds, 10 independent chains). The empirical P-value for the
presence of association was determined as a proportion of posterior
samples with g > 0.1. The statistical assessment of enrichment was
performed separately on total and unique peptide counts.

Data accessibility

DNA, RNA, and peptide sequencing data in this study were
submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus public re-
pository under the accession number GSE56101.

Additional methods

For transgenic constructs, Drosophila genetics, polytene chro-
mosome staining, coimmunoprecipitation, Western blotting,
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histone peptide-binding assays, and ChIP-seq and RNA-seq data
analysis, see the Supplemental Material.
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